
Global Interactions: 
 
-State five different types of ‘global interactions’ 
-Name one index used to measure globalisation, and state the names of 3 specific things it 
measures 
-What are hubs and nodes? 
-Define outsourcing 
-Describe one example of cultural imperialism destroying a indigenous peoples’ culture (4) 
-State the name of the two different units that can be used in the measurement of ‘Food Miles’ 
-State the names of two specific airplanes which have drastically shortened the time-space 
convergence 
-Besides airplanes, describe one way that friction caused a reduction in the time space 
convergence even further 
-Examine the relative changes in the speed and capacity of two types of transport’ We looked at 
flight and…? 
-State two different statistics from our case study on South Korean internet 
-Define civil society 
-Name the company behind TV white spaces in Kenya that we learned about 
-What does ‘repatriation of profits’ mean from the following syllabus point:  
Examine the importance of loans, debt repayment, development aid, remittances, foreign direct 
investment and repatriation of profits 
-Which global financial institutions have we studied in class? 
 
 
-State one cause and one effect of the Indian migrant flow, with a statistic, place specific 
reference, etc. in each. 
-Define agro-industrialization 
-Describe three characteristics of agro-industrialization and its farming styles which are unique 
to this type of farming 
-What are GMOs? 
-State two advantages and two disadvantages to GMOs 
-Name an agro-industrially-linked TNC 
-Explain why air-freight is one of the worst types of transportation with regards to the 
environmental consequences (4) 
-Examine the role of one international civil society organization in fostering improved 
environmental management - Which one did we look at? 
-Define globalization 
-State 4 ways cities are becoming more uniform/homogenized (4) 
-State the names of three agents of cultural diffusion (3) 
-What is the core? the periphery? 
- Syllabus point: Describe one major pollution event affecting more than one country and 
examine the consequences of and responses to this event.  What was the pollution event and 
which countries were involved? 



-What is Trafigura and what did they do?  
-Name two qualifications necessary to meet to become an ‘ocean friendly restaurant’ 
-Name two qualifications necessary to meet to become an ‘ocean friendly garden’ 
-State two environmental consequence of commercial activity of urban landscapes 
-What is the difference between cultural diffusion and cultural dilution 
-State three agents of cultural diffusion 
-Syllabus point: Select two different branded commodities and examine the spatial and temporal 
pattern of adoption on a global scale.  Which two did we do, and point out two differences in 
their spatial and temporal pattern of adoption (one of each) 
 
-What does diaspora mean? 
-Describe two traits of jewish culture that America has preserved (6 points) 
-Syllabus point: Examine the impact of cultural diffusion on one indigenous and remote society 
through the influence of international interactions.  What was our case study, and describe 3 
ways how these peoples’ culture was influenced (6 points) 
-Explain how international interaction homogenize our cultures (5 points) 
-What is the difference between the EU and the Schengen Area 
-What is the difference between sanctions and embargos? 
-Potential exam question: Discuss the effectiveness of diminishing political borders with 
reference to one multi-governmental institution 
-Discuss the view that TNCs are more powerful than nation states 
-Name 3 TNCs that are more wealthy and 3 named countries (6 items in total) 
-In which ways did Bolivia rise up and attempt to take control of its resources 
-State two reasons why protests of G20, G8, and other global institutions occur so frequently 
-State three reasons why adoption of globalized practices varies globally  
-What are three pros to local production of goods and services as opposed to global production 
-What are three cons to local production of goods and services as opposed to global production 
  
 
 
 


